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19th November 2021

Five Years Later...

Oh hey! An editorial!

This week marks the �fth anniversary of this, our weekly word baby. Five

years ago on Twitter I made a gag about how if I had a newsletter then all it

would be is me arguing about narrative structure all the time.

52 people liked that tweet. Dozens more promised to read it. I hope you're

all still reading and I hope you're all happy.

I am.

Five years ago The Full Lid was a ball of panic and enthusiasm and me

slowly learning Mailchimp while also yelling about pop culture. Now we

have an editor (thanks honey! I love you!), a logo (thanks Metz!), frequent

guest writers (thanks, buddies!), a bunch of award nominations, a theme

song (insert dramatic pause for foreshadowing here) and over 1200

readers.

Cereal has some idea how that feels.

https://twitter.com/LegalValkyrie
https://twitter.com/minitotoro
https://twitter.com/mightymur
https://twitter.com/spyscribe


'HACK THE PLANET!'  
'THIS IS A FULL LID!' 

It's pretty close!
 
Video Description: Cereal Killer, best of all the Hackers, has his moment of zen.

I closed the �rst issue �ve years ago as I was headed to see the stage

version of The Exorcist (hey Ephemeragrrl!). Today I'm blocking out the last

few issues for the year, planning some time o� and taking my editor out for

a Fancy Dinner. 

2021 has not been the year any of us wanted. But I'm so grateful I made it

this far, and I'm glad you have too.

This week we've got an interview with Barry Nugent, a look at the Big Men

of modern western genre cinema, a piece about Star Trek I was not

expecting to write until Tuesday night, and a professional wrestling chyron

that may make you cry. Oh and the interstitials this week feature the

hardest working cat in showbusiness, OwKitty.

Join us as we start Year Six. Because this?

is The Full Lid.

Award Voting

Today's the last day for Hugo voting, so I want to take one more chance to talk

about why I think you should cast your vote for the fan categories in particular.

Kieron Gillen once described elements of fandom as the petri dish in which the

future is grown. And you can see it in this list - a dozen di�erent approaches to

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r38fEGep2yU
https://twitter.com/ephemeragrrl
https://www.youtube.com/c/OwlKitty
https://discon3.org/whats-on/hugo-awards-wsfs/hugo-awards/
https://twitter.com/kierongillen


commentary, expression, review, critique and analysis. Every single entry

highlights a brilliant creative endeavour; there's literally no wrong choice. Each

and every �nalist are deserving of science �ction's highest honor. Your vote is

their applause, the wind in their sails, your like share and subscribe.

Best Fanzine

The Full Lid, written by Alasdair Stuart, edited by Marguerite Kenner

Journey Planet, edited by Michael Carroll, John Coxon, Sara Felix, Ann Gry,

Sarah Gulde, Alissa McKersie, Errick Nunnally, Pádraig Ó Méalóid, Chuck

Serface, Steven H Silver, Paul Trimble, Erin Underwood, James Bacon, and

Chris Garcia.

Lady Business, editors. Ira, Jodie, KJ, Renay, and Susan.

nerds of a feather, �ock together, ed. Adri Joy, Joe Sherry, The G, and Vance

Kotrla

Quick Sip Reviews, editor, Charles Payseur

Uno�cial Hugo Book Club Blog, ed. Amanda Wakaruk and Olav Rokne

Best Fancast

Be The Serpent, presented by Alexandra Rowland, Freya Marske and

Jennifer Mace

Claire Rousseau’s YouTube channel, produced by Claire Rousseau

The Coode Street Podcast, presented by Jonathan Strahan and Gary K.

Wolfe, Jonathan Strahan, producer

Kalanadi, produced and presented by Rachel

The Ski�y and Fanty show, produced by Shaun Duke and Jen Zink,

presented by Shaun Duke, Jen Zink, Alex Acks, Paul Weimer, and David

Annandale.

Worldbuilding for Masochists, presented by Rowenna Miller, Marshall Ryan

Maresca and Cass Morris

Best Fan Writer

Cora Buhlert

Charles Payseur

Jason Sanford

Elsa Sjunneson

Alasdair Stuart

Paul Weimer

Best Fan Artist

Iain J. Clark

Cyan Daly

Sara Felix

Grace P. Fong

Maya Hahto

Laya Rose
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Barry Nugent and The Trail of

the Cursed Cobras

The deeply proli�c Barry Nugent has been a force for good in UK pop culture for

years. We reviewed his superb Trail of the Cursed Cobras a few weeks back and

https://us8.campaign-archive.com/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=37c49c1ab0


I was delighted to chat with Barry in more detail about the book, middle grade

writing and his Unseen Shadows universe.

This is your Middle Grade debut. Could you tell us a little about what

attracted you to the �eld?

It all started when I was approached by an agent who was interested in

working with me. During our �rst face to face meeting she asked me “Have

you ever thought about writing Middle Grade �ction?” The question

provoked a lot of angst on my part because as much as I love middle grade

books (Artemis Fowl I’m looking at you) it was a �eld I didn’t think I had the

tools to step into. Setting the story in the 1980’s was my way of being able

to get myself into the mindset of a group of 12 year old school kids. Despite

parting ways with the agent I knew after my �rst draft that I loved these

kids and this story so much and I had to see it through to the end. It was

one of the best writing decisions I have ever made.

Of course the book isn’t in the hands of its target audience yet so they will

be the ones to judge how well I’ve done.

Did you have to alter your style any?

Going into this I thought I would have to but it turns out not so much. I

think if you’ve read any of my previous work which is squarely aimed at

adults and older teenagers you still hear my voice in these pages. All those

themes/ideas that I gravitate towards - heroism, friendship, good vs evil,

conspiracies, big action set pieces and small character moments are still

there.

This is my �rst attempt at writing this type of �ction and I’m not arrogant

enough to believe I’ve nailed it in the back of the net �rst time. All I can do is

hope I’m somewhere on the pitch.

For someone who has the sporting capability of an empty packet of cheese

and onion crisps that was way too many sporting references.

What does MG allow you to do that other types of writing doesn't?

FUN! Yes at times it was hard and frustrating as all writing can be at times

but overall I really let myself run free with this one. Although I have humour

in my other books it’s normally limited to one or two characters but here I

had �ve kids who were all funny in their own way. Although the story has

some heavy elements in there hope pumps through every page.

https://unseenshadows.com/


That was one of the things I loved the most! Especially the way you

used their di�ering senses of humour to explore their characters. Who

would you say your comedic in�uences are? I caught a little Dark

Season and Press Gang too I think, but are there other shows or

performers too?

Well, like all arty folks, I’m a sponge soaking up little tidbits of creativity

from what I watch, see and listen to. You mentioned Dark Season and yes

that was a big one for me when I was developing the plot, especially the

main villain. I was very excited by the news that Big Finish was bringing Dark

Season back to life.

The team/comedy dynamics of Ghostbusters, Bu�y, Grange Hill and a �lm

called The Monster Squad were massive in�uences on this book. However,

the main comedic in�uences for the gang sprung from my own friendships

growing up. My childhood home was always �lled with noise and laughter.

As the youngest out of four I had to �ght to get in those one liners. It was

the same with my school friends. I think because of that I have always

gravitated towards group dynamics in my stories and using humour, even

in the direst of situations. I mean if you can’t laugh in the face of impending

doom then what’s the point, right?

That's interesting, and honestly, pretty reassuring. MG de�nitely

seems to be growing in popularity at the moment and there's some

great work being done in the �eld by folks like yourself, Claribel Ortega

and Matt Wallace. You mentioned Artemis Fowl and I was wondering

who you'd recommend for people looking to get into MG books or buy

them for others as we careen towards the festive season (And yes you

can absolutely recommend yourself in there too).

I’m currently having loads of fun reading Deny All Charges, the second book

in the Fowl Twins series which is a spin o� from the Artemis Fowl books. I'm

very late to the party but I’ve not long �nished the �rst book in the Percy

Jackson series by Rick Riordan, who has created a vast universe of MG

�ction. There’s also the Jake Atlas books by Rob Lloyd Jones which are a lot

of fun and scratch my Indiana jones itch.

https://twitter.com/Claribel_Ortega
https://twitter.com/MattFnWallace


What did you enjoy about writing multiple viewpoints for the book? I

love how the perspective shifts between the kids.

I’ve always loved having multiple POV’s in my stories so I knew going into

this one it was going to be no exception. Out of the �ve kids I focused in on

the POV’s of Ada, Bobby and Tony as they are the three who drive the

narrative. However what I do hope is that Nikki and DJ come across as

equally important members of the gang, even if the reader doesn’t spend

as much time with them.

Trail of the Cursed Cobras takes place in your Unseen Shadows universe

and I LOVE how you're giving each part of that a unique identity with

common threads. How did that process evolve? Was this a story that



evolved from that universe or did you �nd that it �t best there, that

sort of thing?

Originally this novel was going to be completely set outside of the Unseen

Shadows universe but then I thought it seemed silly to have spent years

stitching together a universe to play in only to play in an empty playground

next door. Once I had made that choice things came together pretty fast

when it came to adding in those narrative threads. The real trick was not

going in too heavy handed with the references to the larger world for fear

of leaving the reader thinking they had missed out on a whole load of

information. Thankfully writing the �rst two Unseen Shadows novels and as

an editor on all the Unseen Shadows spin o� comics gave me a great

grounding for keeping things on track.

My hope is the younger fans of this book will, after a few years, be able to

pick up some of the later books aimed at older readers and �nd out they

have been �rmly in this universe the whole time. However this book can be

read completely independently of any of my other stories.

Will we be seeing the kids again? And do you have plans for them

maybe showing up elsewhere in Unseen Shadows?

I do have some ideas kicking around for some more stories with them.

However I have another book to �nish �rst so by the time I get to the end of

that I will have decided what my next creative course of action will be.

As for the kids showing up elsewhere in Unseen Shadows universe. You’ll

just have to wait and see. 

What are you working on at the moment? And what's next for you?

Well now Trail of the Cursed Cobras is out in the world I am gearing up the

marketing side of things (anyone out there yes I will come and talk your

ears of on podcasts, blogs etc).

From the start of December I will be back working on ‘Silent Immortals’

which is the third and �nal part of my Unseen Shadows trilogy (not one for

middle grade readers I’m afraid) and closes o� a narrative arc (which i still

need a name for) which includes 21 titles spread across the mediums of

prose, comics and audio. I’m also starting to bring all my notes together

with a colleague to put together a guide/source book to the Unseen

Shadows Universe.



Massive thanks to Barry for taking the time to chat to us. You can �nd the

amazing Geek Syndicate wherever you get your podcasts, follow him on

Twitter and check out his website. Trail of the Cursed Cobras is available now.

OwlKitty: The Meowdalorian

Yes, I went there.

Video Description: OwlKitty teams up with The Mandalorian.

Big Men on Campus

Editor's note: mild spoilers for The Eternals and Dune

The portrayal of men of size on the genre cinema screen has seen an

upswing lately. But sadly, little has changed. I'm going to focus on the axes I

can speak to about these characters (Big, Clever), but like with all characters

there are  layers of intersectionality I can't speak to.

Let's start with Phastos, a character from The Eternals, a movie that's been

roundly criticised for being both too and not enough like its predecessors.

http://www.geeksyndicate.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/GeekSyndicate
https://unseenshadows.com/barry-nugent/
https://barrynugent.com/product/trail-of-the-cursed-cobras-special-edition-hardback/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dh4uUt3Bbjs
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpLQXR116cLVUa1LRY8KS4w
https://www.lifestyleasia.com/ind/culture/entertainment/eternals-first-reactions-chloe-zhao-marvel-release-date-cast/


Phastos is the Eternals' engineer and maker -- quick-witted, impatient and

deeply idealistic. Here's Bryan Tyree Henry talking about his casting

process:

"I remember the �rst time that they were like, we want you to be a superhero, I

was like, 'Whoa, how much weight do I have to lose?' And [they were] like, ”What

are you talking about, we want you exactly as you are and to be again to be a

black man to have someone look at you and say we want you to exactly the way

you are,' — it's unlike anything that I've ever felt, and so it just triggered me, to

be an 11-year-old kid who is watching these superhero movies and not ever

seeing anyone like me re�ected. And I would take these posters and put them in

my locker and just hope that you know one day there will be somebody

representing me, and the way you know that I am and I truly believe that, that

moment started when I sat with Chloé."

https://www.google.com/search?q=bryan+tyree+henry&rlz=1C1VDKB_en-GBGB944GB944&oq=bryan+tyree+henry&aqs=chrome..69i57j46i10i433j0i10l7.2079j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


I honestly got a little emotional just pasting that into place. So imagine how

he must have felt.

People of size don't usually get to play people of size who are heroes. We

don't get to have loving relationships. We're still, even now, mostly comic

relief or background scenery muscle. We still matter so little it's still more

common to put an actor in a fat suit than hire a fat actor.

This guy, much as I love him, is better big person rep than any previous

Marvel movie:

And he's a shark. 
 

Video Description: Inmates of Belle Reve Maximum Security Prison taunt humanoid
shark King Shark, as he's recruited by Suicide Squad controller Amanda Waller.

An actor told his physicality is what is needed is great news, doubly so from

a company responsible for BroThor being told to eat a salad by the mother

he's grieving -- very nearly everywhere from there is UP.

Phastos’ �rst major scene involves him inventing the steam engine,

thousands of years early. In a clever call forward(?) to Tony Stark’s

holographic CAD systems, he proudly presents a 3D schematic of the

design to his family and is deeply crest-fallen when Salma Hayek’s Ajak asks

for his back up plan: the plough. The scene establishes Phastos as a

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP7kilQeKVA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVKs9Q7JZ5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5k-4-OEuTk&t=134s


futurist, revelling in the pure joys of discovery and creation. He and Jurassic

Park’s Ian Malcolm would not, at this stage, get on well.

That changes.

Phastos, we discover, played some role in the development of the atomic

weapons used on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and blames himself. The

consequences of innovation kill close to a quarter of a million people and

he’s so horri�ed he renounces his work and humanity. It’s a tough scene --

many have massive, and justi�able issues with its use and feel it trivializes

the real events. It also presents as both cowardice and punishment.

Cowardice because o�oading the very real consequences to a �ctional

character absolves everyone involved in reality. Punishment because it

happens to Phastos, a character whose identity sits at the axis of multiple

groups. We can, at last, have a gay superhero. We can at last have a

superhero of size. We can have a diverse and interesting cast but in order

to have these things? We give the black gay superhero the largest burden of

guilt in modern human history.

Where Phastos thrives is in how we see him move past that guilt. We meet

him again in the present day -- now a loving father and devoted husband.

Henry is a relaxed, funny performer and his scenes with Haaz Sleiman as

Ben, his husband, are really sweet. Phastos has gone from wanting nothing

more to do with humanity to having a family he absolutely knows he’ll

outlive. The bravery of that choice, to care, is the core of the movie itself

and it’s a choice every character faces di�erently: Ajak locks herself away in

penance. Druig locks himself away in disgust. Ikaris becomes a tormented

fundamentalist. Phastos is brave enough to do the dishes and play catch,

giving the largest of impacts to what his fellow Eternals might see as small

lives.

Big. Clever. Kind. Turns out you can have it all. If you're prepared to deal

with the guilt, that is.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4PLvdmifDSk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haaz_Sleiman


My DUDE!

Gilgamesh, played by Train to Busan stand out Ma Dong-seok (credited as

Don Lee) is just interesting and half as lucky. Lee and Henry have a similar

screen presence, a deep well of calm rooted in their physicality. Where

Henry uses this to draw Phastos' endlessly laconic outlook, Lee plays with it

through action. The movie’s �ght scenes are de�ned by frantic speed and

volume. His colleagues hit you thirty times a second with eye beams or

gadgets or mind control.

Gilgamesh hits you once. If you get up, he hits you again.

Editor's note: Ma Dong-seok is my fan-casting for Gerard from Zelazny's

Amber novels.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ma_Dong-seok


Lee never plays this as bored or �ashy. On the contrary, he plays Gilgamesh

as deeply, profoundly careful. Few beats in the movie emotionally land

harder than Gil, �nding out Ajak is dead, crushing a cast iron skillet with his

bare hands as the grief hits, a rare demonstration of lost control not in a

scary Cyclops way, but as an almost unconscious need for an

outlet. Gilgamesh carries an echo here of Egyptian Frustration God disciple

Michael Garibaldi from Babylon 5:

‘No one knows... I'm afraid all the time -- what I might do if I ever let go.’

Babylon 5, Ceremonies of Light and Dark, Season 3, Episode 11

Gilgamesh and Uncle Mike would, I suspect, get on supremely well. If

nothing else they’d bond over cooking. Because that’s ultimately how

Gilgamesh solves the problem Garibaldi wrestles with: he turns his strength

from something destructive to something constructive. Gil becomes a

caregiver and cook, not to mention a kickass apron wearer. He dedicates

centuries to caring for Thena, not just because he clearly loves her but

because he trusts himself. He’s the strongest being on the planet,

remarkably hard to kill and if she needs to lash out, lashing out at him is a

cost he will pay, and it will keep others from harm.

One of the things Eternals does well is play with the heroic archetypes,

having the characters embody the issues the movie wants to discuss.

Phastos, Sersei, Sprite and Ikaris are all elements of the interventionist

question but Gilgamesh and Thena orbit that question in a surprising way.

For Thena, it’s the way her condition is a visceral consequence of the

fundamental hypocrisy at the heart of the Eternals’ creation. For Gil, it’s the

same realization as Phastos: their lives, the lives of those they choose to be

with, are in�nitely more important than an angry space giant with a pepper

pot for a face wanting a water birth for its latest child. This works because

Gil and Thena’s clear love for one another -- platonic, familial love -- is one

of the strongest pillars of the movie.

Which is why it leaves a potent sour aftertaste when the conclusion of that

life of strength is as predictable as it is disappointing -- self sacri�ce. This is

Gilgamesh’s equivalent to Phastos and the bomb. Just as the latter has to

be punished for… reasons? I guess? The former isn’t allowed to be a big,

strong, kind dude who has everyone’s back and has some slightly eccentric

ideas about fermentation. His death is a hinge around which the movie

swings, forcing the di�erent approaches the Eternals have to their job out

into the light and confronting all of them with the hypocrisy at the heart of

their mission. I mean at least it wasn't the manic pixie dream girl for a



change? I guess? Su�ering the lost of another of their family is the fuel for

the movie's third act, but it relegates Gilgamesh into Big, Kind, and

Expendable.

Hark(onnen)! A Vagrant

And then there's THIS asshole.

The head of House Harkonnen is, in every version of Dune, vile. The original

is a hedonistic paedophile rapist murderer, a man whose monstrous

appetites are re�ected by his colossal frame and by the fact that frame has

to be moved around on suspensors, meaning he can e�ectively �y. That

image -- of someone so powerful and corrupt they can ignore even gravity -

- is the beginning and end of any notion of subtlety for the Harkonnen

patriarch.

The new cinematic version of Dune succeeds in addressing some of the

problems with the character. Friend of the Lid James Bennett points out

that not making him a murderous paedophile is a major step forward and

he is absolutely right in a 'lowest of all possible hanging fruit' kind of way. In

addition to everything mentioned above, the Baron is also the only non-

binary character in the original book, serving as series stand-in for

Herbert’s homophobia. From this angle at least Villeneuve does excellent

work in excising that element of the character and modernizing the

adaptation.

Would that he had gone further.

Because Harkonnen is still an evil fat guy -- the trailhead of genre's

decades-long normalization of fat shaming and moral equivalency. Without

https://gingernutsofhorror.com/film-reviews/film-review-dune-2021


Harkonnen you don't get Jabba the Hutt. You don't get the systemically

entangled normalization of size, deformity and coloration as markers of evil

in countless pieces of �ction across every possible media. You don’t get two

generations and counting of fat kids victimized because they don’t look like

their bullies or because society goes out of its way to tell them how little

they �t or how little they matter or how much of a problem they are. 

Sound angry don't I? I've been a national level rugby player, a martial artist,

a runner. I’ve been conditioned to treat my weight, my size, how much

room I take up as my core moral failing my entire life. Pair that with Dune's

canonisation as 'a classic', a 'core text' that you must absorb to be treated

seriously. 

The ‘monster’ at the core of this classic reportedly weighs as much as I did

at the height of lockdown.

You have no IDEA how angry I am.

And here's what's infuriating -- the ONLY REASON for a modern adaptation

of Dune to portray Harkonnen this way is  to intentionally evoke those

decades of trope. It's lazy shorthand, when the Villeneuve movie otherwise

does a strong job tackling the novel's other failings. Duncan Idaho rebuilt as

an amiable doofus with a profound love for the Fremen. 

Leto as a fatalistic altruist who knows the trap he's walking into and

sincerely wants to make the best of it. Rebecca as a �gure of incredible

agency and interest, equal parts tiger mom and profoundly, deeply

perceptive kingmaker. Even Paul, who is often, to quote John Oliver,

nothing more than Sandy Soft Boy Space Jesus, has edges and depth. 

Harkonnen? Look everyone, Harkonnen isn't a violent paedophile anymore!

He’s "just" a violent, evil fat guy. Again.

Stellan Skarsgard is 6' 2". He weighs 200 pounds. He's played villains with

intellect, threat, presence and rage, a man whose force of presence and will

carries every scene and could absolutely have been an iconic Harkonnen

buck naked and dripping wet. You only put him in a fat suit if you want

someone in a fat suit and if you want someone in a fat suit, then you lack

the moral �bre and creative bravery to cast a fat actor, and the courage to

say so out loud.

Emmet Asher-Perrin talked a year before production about the ways they

could have portrayed Harkonnen. Villeneuve's 'embodiment of capitalistic

hedonistic gluttony' is the 'fat equals immoral' option by another name. The

https://www.tor.com/2019/02/05/how-to-handle-the-baron-harkonnen-in-a-modern-dune-adaptation/#comment-792465


simplest option. The laziest option. The option Meg Elison's 'The Pill'

captures so perfectly.

Every other major character in Dune gets agency.

Harkonnen gets an oil bath.

*

Here's where we are. A genius carrying the angst ball, a marshmallow with

hands of stone and a heart of gold, and a villain whose adaptation is very

much the problem. What these men tell us is that on its good days,

progress is two steps forward, and one step back. Phastos is more than his

size and sexuality, but punished for his intellect. Gilgamesh's true strength

is his compassion and pragmatism, both sacri�ced in a Shit Just Got Real

moment. And for some reason Vladimir Harkonnen’s strategic brilliance

and sociopathy can only be expressed for modern audiences by putting a

tall man in a fat suit.

Theoretically, all of this could change. Harkonnen will hopefully have more

to do in the second �lm. Gilgamesh could absolutely be resurrected (you

know, that whole 'Eternals' thing). But people of size are still having to 'pay'

for being anything other than scenery or comedic relief. Creative

homogeneity instead of diversity or variety, the spice of life. And as even

the Baron knows those who control the spice, control the universe.

Sources:

https://gingernutsofhorror.com/�lm-reviews/�lm-review-dune-2021

https://marvel.fandom.com/wiki/Eternals_(Homo_immortalis)

https://marvel.fandom.com/wiki/Phastos_(Earth-616)

https://marvel.fandom.com/wiki/Gilgamesh_(Earth-199999)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forgotten_One_(character)

https://screenrant.com/eternals-movie-hiroshima-phastos-scene-
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https://screenrant.com/eternals

movie-hiroshima-phastos-mcu-real-world-problem/

https://www.scmp.com/magazines/style/celebrity/article/3153882/me

et-eternals-star-haaz-sleiman-gay-muslim-arab-american

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_bombings_of_Hiroshima_and_Na

gasaki

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Harkonnen

https://www.thecompanion.app/2021/10/12/dune-baron-harkonnen-

queer-menace-and-frank-herberts-homophobia/

http://megelison.com/bibliography
https://gingernutsofhorror.com/film-reviews/film-review-dune-2021
https://marvel.fandom.com/wiki/Eternals_(Homo_immortalis)
https://marvel.fandom.com/wiki/Phastos_(Earth-616)
https://marvel.fandom.com/wiki/Gilgamesh_(Earth-199999)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forgotten_One_(character)
https://screenrant.com/eternals-movie-hiroshima-phastos-scene-defense-firpo-comments/
https://screenrant.com/eternals-movie-hiroshima-phastos-mcu-real-world-problem/
https://screenrant.com/eternals-movie-hiroshima-phastos-mcu-real-world-problem/
https://www.scmp.com/magazines/style/celebrity/article/3153882/meet-eternals-star-haaz-sleiman-gay-muslim-arab-american
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_bombings_of_Hiroshima_and_Nagasaki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Harkonnen
https://www.thecompanion.app/2021/10/12/dune-baron-harkonnen-queer-menace-and-frank-herberts-homophobia/
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Discovery Phase
It's been a di�cult week for Star Trek.

Yesterday, the fourth season of Star Trek: Discovery premiered. Up until two

days ago, it was going to appear on Net�ix internationally soon after.

Instead, the show's previous seasons have disappeared from Net�ix and

will launch internationally on Paramount Plus, their new exclusive

streaming service that will debut at some point in 2022 in what the co-

owners of Wrexham AFC christened, with chilling prescience, 'Restofworld'.

But it's okay, everyone! The studio left a tweet!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HeBOdVdI0oc
https://twitter.com/StarTrek/status/1460714353682833411?s=20


... Cool.

SFX ran Discovery as their cover story this month. Anthony Rapp, who plays

Stamets on the show, has con�rmed that the cast had absolutely no idea

this was happening until viewers did. Cast members have been promoting

the show at conventions throughout Europe for weeks including

Destination: Star Trek in London just one week ago. The press, and the

production itself , were as wrong-footed as we are.

Upsetting and rude as this decision is, in capitalist hellscape terms, it was

predictable. With Paramount Plus rolling out, it only makes sense for their

parent company to bring one of its biggest franchise players inside  its

shiny new walled garden. We know Strange New Worlds is in post-

production and will presumably be a �agship launch for the channel.

There's also word at least one other show is at scripting. Picard, Prodigy and

Lower Decks are all a going concern with the Section 31 show also on the

way.

That's a lot of Star Trek, and you can understand why Paramount want to

add more spokes to their wheel. Just as it's understandable when fans are

deeply angry to see that wheel, for the �rst time in years, turn away from

them.

https://www.gamesradar.com/sfx-magazine-new-issue/
https://twitter.com/albinokid/status/1460811969053745158?s=20


That turn and its appalling timing is the crux of this thing. It's a stark, deeply

unpleasant reminder that all streaming services do is lease you products.

So many products in fact that it's skewed our view of how  modern

franchise 'television' operates. 

The expectation (not entitlement -- this is damaging not toxic) of current

viewers is that everything we're interested in will arrive on these services

quickly and stick around. It won't. It doesn't and often it's not given room to

grow either. Look at the �otilla of Net�ix shows pulled at season three, the

infamous point where contracts have to be renegotiated. 

Yet, somehow, we get loyal to these services, services that never

reciprocate. They don't have to. There's always another consumer, always

money to be made, always a terrible choice to survive on the way to getting

all the money from someone instead of some of the money from everyone.

It's not remotely kind or fair but it's how things work.

Like in many other aspects of life during These Unprecedented Times, this

week's course change pulled the curtain back on an ugly truth that was

always there. 

The more insidious lesson here is one I've seen begin to manifest in

multiple places. Earlier today I saw someone ask why Squid Game was still

number one on Net�ix, and speci�cally 'Who hasn't seen this yet?'



Me. For one.

When I ran a comics store I used to say comics aren't bread, they don't go

o� after a week - why do we expect any di�erent from television?

Marathoning through a favorite series is top fun, but it's also become a

destination in and of itself, a curious and increasing social expectation.

That's had some interesting consequences, including some successful

experiments in how much of a show is released at a time. Arcane being

released in three episode arcs has worked brilliantly for example. On the

other hand, some of the reaction to Doctor Who this year seems to be

couched in shock that a serialized story sometimes has slightly unsatisfying

middle bits.  Entire episodes devoted to moving an overall arc along

without that much internal narrative? AND YOU HAVE TO WAIT SEVEN DAYS

FOR THE NEXT ONE?! I'M GOING TO CALL MY MP! ASSUMING HE ISN'T

WORKING FROM THE VIRGIN ISLANDS TODAY! 

All this is cold comfort of course. But the cold, hard truth is that while this is

a product that's been snatched away, it's also one that's going to be

accessible, eventually, for a price. As long as physical discs remain a thing,

or digital releases for that matter, those of us in the rest of the world will

eventually be able to see that show. If we want to see it sooner, there are

ways to do that. (We don't have time for the whole 'if you don't make a

method legal, illegal methods will �ourish conversation. We touched on it

before, go listen)

But everything about this choice puts the onus on individual viewers and

gambles they won't walk away . It's exhausting, last minute, and in These

Unprecedented Times just feels like an asshole move. Especially given what

looks to be a massive disparity in the amount of countries Paramount Plus

https://open.spotify.com/episode/2HSBvBq7S5ZZy47Uix6LN1?si=f338b9a7df9f4735&nd=1


will be available to versus the amount of countries Net�ix is in. As pointed

out by Fabio Fernandes and Redscribe, Paramount Plus is rolling out to 45

countries. Net�ix is currently in 190 and entire continents have just lost

access to the show.

Worse, they've lost access to some of the most important and positive

representation of the LGBTQIA+ spectrum in popular culture, at the exact

point it's never been more needed. Star Trek is the most fundamentally

hopeful, kind franchise in western science �ction. It's an idea,

fundamentally, about people working together. It's art, to paraphrase

Friend of the Lid Brendon Connelly, that tells us how to scale the cli�s of

our lives. Paramount have just pulled the rope up on most of the world,

with a LOLSOZ promising a rope ladder to a few. At some point in 2022

those 45 countries will get a rollout of Paramount Plus across, at the very

least, a Sky Movies add-on and apps for Android and iOS. I'd guess console

apps will follow but given there still isn't one for the iPlayer on the PS5, I'd

not lay odds on them following quickly. And expect a Disney+'esque 'low

price to onboard customers, then crank it up at renewal' strategy for

pricing.

Star Trek is de�ned by it's celebration of hope, cooperation and exploration.

Heading into a second winter with COVID numbers climbing, now is exactly

when many of us need exactly that. But thanks to Paramount, the rest of

the world is going to have to discover it for ourselves for the foreseeable

future.

Discovery season 4 will launch outside the US sometime in 2022. Strange New

Worlds will presumably also launch around the same time. At present Picard

and Lower Decks will remain with Amazon outside the US but that seems

certain to change. Prodigy comes to Nickelodeon shortly.

Sources:

https://trekmovie.com/2021/11/16/star-trek-discovery-leaving-net�ix-

for-paramount-internationally-season-4-to-launch-globally-in-2022/

https://intl.startrek.com/news/star-trek-discovery-moves-to-

paramount-internationally

https://deadline.com/2021/11/star-trek-discovery-net�ix-deal-

paramount-viacomcbs-1234875466/

https://deadline.com/tag/viacomcbs/

https://www.skygroup.sky/article/viacomcbs-partners-with-sky-to-

launch-paramount-in-europe

https://twitter.com/redscribe/status/1460900440040636419

https://twitter.com/fabiofernandes
https://twitter.com/redscribe/status/1460900440040636419
https://twitter.com/TheTickingWorld
https://stealthoptional.com/news/bbc-statement-comment-about-bbc-iplayer-app-on-ps5-xbox-series-x-s/
https://trekmovie.com/2021/11/16/star-trek-discovery-leaving-netflix-for-paramount-internationally-season-4-to-launch-globally-in-2022/
https://intl.startrek.com/news/star-trek-discovery-moves-to-paramount-internationally
https://deadline.com/2021/11/star-trek-discovery-netflix-deal-paramount-viacomcbs-1234875466/
https://deadline.com/tag/viacomcbs/
https://www.skygroup.sky/article/viacomcbs-partners-with-sky-to-launch-paramount-in-europe
https://twitter.com/redscribe/status/1460900440040636419


OwKitty: Jurassic Mrrp

Yep, went there too.

Video Description: OwlKitty escapes the Jurassic Park T-Rex paddock. Adorable furry

mayhem ensues.

Your Professional Wrestling

Moment of Zen

AEW's Full Gear event was last weekend, with the main event a title clash

between Kenny Omega and 'Hangman' Adam Page. Thanks to Friend of the

Lid Chris Brosnahan for this rundown of the multi-year, multi-promotion

story.

One of the many plot threads of this feud has been the graphics crew

messing with Hangman's introduction every time he comes to the ring.

Here's a few examples we ran a few months back.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W85oD8FEF78
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpLQXR116cLVUa1LRY8KS4w
https://twitter.com/ChrisBrosnahan/status/1411638991343042562
https://twitter.com/ChrisBrosnahan/status/1411638991343042562
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=bd1def84d8


This was his chyron last Saturday:

Caption: 'We're Proud of You' - Graphics Team

THAT is how you write professional wrestling.

And this has been your Professional Wrestling Moment of Zen.

Want More?

Signal Boost

Art

PiperEwan just released a new print called 'D.B. Cooper' and I LOVE it.

http://thefulllid.substack.com/
https://www.twitch.tv/eapodcasts
https://twitter.com/piperewan
https://www.fancymammal.me/news/2021/11/16/no-86-db-cooper


Books

Heaven's Vault is now a two-part sci-� novel, a deepening and

extension of the award-winning game. Perfect for those who love

layering narratives, linguistic puzzles, and archaeology. It will

absolutely be one of Marguerite's Christmas presents this year.

W. Keith Tims' The Book of Constellations is a road trip that pitches an

alien and his only friend against the force that may destroy the Earth. 

Margaret Kingsbury over at Buzzfeed has an excellent article listing 17

Indigenous Science Fiction And Fantasy Books To Read This

Month which is an excellent suggestion, yes.

Crowdfunding

Friend of the Lid and professional all around creative badass Julia

Rios is kickstarting Bridge to Elsewhere, an anthology of awesome

space travel stories co-edited with @alanajoli.

Mermaids Monthly Year Two Kickstarter launches Monday

November 22nd! Year Two is helmed by Noelle Singh and Miyuki Jane

Pinckard, aiming to feature at least 50% of its content from creators

outside the United States. For the �rst 48 hours, there’s an early bird

special of a full year’s digital subscription for $25 (normally

$40.) Follow the campaign here! You can also �nd them on Twitter.

https://twitter.com/inkleStudios/status/1461291063025573889?s=20
https://twitter.com/wkeithtims
https://bookofconstellations.com/
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/author/margaretkingsbury
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/margaretkingsb
https://twitter.com/omgjulia
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1330509990/bridge-to-elsewhere-anthology
https://twitter.com/alanajoli
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/mermaidsmonthly/mermaids-monthly-year-2
https://twitter.com/MermaidsMonthly


Charity

Friend of the Lid Chris Brosnahan has shaved his entire head and

grown a moustache he loathes for charity. Please donate and honour

his follicular courage.

Gaming

ThoroughlyGuy has developed an RPG called Mannerism. It's 'a game

about slaves becoming wizards to overthrow their sorcerous

oppressors. Non-random: Your character's approach takes the place

of the traditional die roll, and you grow in line with how you play.'

The fantastically named Jessica_Crimes sends word of Pretentious

Games for Villains and Bastards which 'just became available to buy on

Itch, following a successful Kickstarter. Some really weird games by

some great devs.'

THE CAT IS THE DUNGEON MASTER?! Thanks, Rebecca Markwick!

Hashtags and Shenanigans

The Ticking World is back on sale! The Choose Your Own Advent/ure

calendar looks fantastic and we've got a channel set up on our Discord

for folks to discuss it as they play. Also check out our talk with

designer and all around deeply excellent human, Brendon Connelly.

Want to check it out? Brendon's made the �rst four days available as a

pay-what-you-like PDF. 

A San Francisco bus driver watched Shang-Chi for the �rst time and

had Thoughts about the bus �ght. It is somehow even better than

you'd dared imagine.

Podcasting

Glenatron would love to bring more people to CrudestSwords, a

Dungeon World actual play show described as 'where the only thing

lower than the dice rolls are the puns'.

Midnight Burger is a show about 'the legend of Midnight Burger, a

diner that traverses space, time, and dimension. We open at 6.' Mine's

got bacon and relish, folks, see you there.

https://twitter.com/ChrisBrosnahan
https://twitter.com/ChrisBrosnahan/status/1460526703202254857?s=20
https://twitter.com/ThoroughlyGuy
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/373473/Mannerism
https://twitter.com/Jessica_Crimes
https://t.co/SIujCznhyy?amp=1
https://tabletop.itch.io/the-cat-is-the-dungeon-master
https://twitter.com/BexMarkwick
https://twitter.com/TheTickingWorld
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/1094968766/the-ticking-world-an-adventure-calendar
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1208087860
https://bsconnelly.gumroad.com/l/TW1t4
https://twitter.com/that_mc/status/1459613123590066180?s=20
https://twitter.com/glenatron
https://twitter.com/CrudestSwords
https://twitter.com/weopenat6


So hey that Star Trek news? We kind of touched on that a few months

back with Rachelle on Narrative Labyrinth...

That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here

get in touch.

OwlKitty: A Guest of the Cat-inental

STUPID! Worth it.

The pun I mean not Mr Wick or his terrifying murder-mittened sidekick.

Video Description: Master assassin John Wick gets the last partner he expected and

the only partner he needs.

Where You Can Find Me This

Week

Working Away

RPG work almost concluded for the year! Which is weird and

awesome!

Drabbles written, �ngers crossed.

... Did I mention my favourite West Wing episode is 'Celestial

Navigation'? Take your shot, folks, you never know when something

https://twitter.com/StrangeRachelle
https://twitter.com/StrangeRachelle/status/1460745651763957763?s=20
https://alasdairstuart.com/contact/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dqo4cWsJmrw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpLQXR116cLVUa1LRY8KS4w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_3kELe0M8A


will land.

Twitch

We �nished Last Stop! John seizes the day! Donna makes a di�cult

choice! Meena straight up wrecks some dudes! There's a surprising

amount of narrative tidiness! THERE ARE EMOTIONS.

The patron saint of serotonin, Mikey Scamp, joined us for... look just

enjoy the trip to VODhalla, okay? I promise you'll never view corgis,

drones, electric cars or TURN DOWN FOR WHAT! the same way again.

Novel O'Clock

Who has two thumbs, �nished NanoPlanno, and has a nice shiny list

of stu� to change in his novel? THIS GUY.

Podcast Land

PseudoPod 784: American Remake of a Japanese Ghost Story

Written by Laird Barron and narrated by Kaitlyn Zivanovich

Hosted by Alasdair Stuart with audio production by Chelsea Davis

OwlKitty: The Kit-cher

I. REGRET. NOTHING.

https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1205207377
https://twitter.com/Mikey_Scamp
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1208417965
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMUDVMiITOU
https://pseudopod.org/2021/11/13/pseudopod-784-american-remake-of-a-japanese-ghost-story/
https://pseudopod.org/people/laird-barron/
https://pseudopod.org/people/kaitlyn-zivanovich/
https://pseudopod.org/people/alasdair-stuart/
https://pseudopod.org/people/chelsea-davis/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nhuf-wS1CbI
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpLQXR116cLVUa1LRY8KS4w


Video Description: OwlKitty is edited into The Witcher, proving you can always make

something great even better.

Department of Received

Esoteric Goods

This is so cool! My Ignyte Awards �nalist commemorative medal from the

FiyahCon team arrived and it's just STUNNING! Thank you so much!

Presenting, as Marguerite put it,

our collaborative relationship in a

nutshell.

Her Lidversary gift is a Waterford

crystal bowl.

Mine is Waspinator.

I regret nothing.

https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nj8Zk7FDW6g


Read the Trail of the Cursed

Cobras interview? And the review?

Here's the book!

Find me on The Online

Website Twitter My Carrd

Signing O� / Playing Out

Thanks for reading, folks!  I hope you had a great week, and now you can

put it down and walk slowly away, maintaining eye contact the whole time.

Remember, it keys on movement. And don't blink.

TFL returns next week. Check my Carrd for all the places you can �nd me,

including the Team KennerStuart Instagram and the Twitters, where the

trending topic 'doctor who' and the trending topic 'Doctor Who' are the

ultimate 'enemies to lovers' meta�ctional fan�c just waiting to happen.

Follow us on Twitch too to be noti�ed when we go live.

This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please consider

dropping something in the tip jar. And thank you!

Playing us out this week is the Void, �nally out from under his fractious

relationship with his... room mate(? I guess?) and ready to -- oh dear.

Oh well, at least now we know. And what else do we know? Oh yeah!

https://us8.campaign-archive.com/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=37c49c1ab0
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://www.instagram.com/kennerstuart/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/LegalValkyrie/status/1215210777822617600
https://www.twitch.tv/eapodcasts
https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=fd1d51bebe&e=5844525c32


This is a Full Lid.

Video Description: John Oliver interrupts the Void's "new discussion show" at the

exact moment he goes full 9/11 truther.
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